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Real Estate Investor’s 
Book Writing Checklist 

  

It’s no secret expert recognition creates an advantage in getting the upper 

hand on the competition. This is especially true for Real Estate Investors. 

The fact is, most sellers have no idea how to choose which investor they 

should work with.  With little to go on,  they all too often take the highest 

offer, only to be disappointed when the deal falls through. 

They just don’t know what to look for (and more importantly, what to 

avoid) when choosing an investor to put their trust in when they need to 

sell their house fast. 

What they do know is… they want to work with someone who is credible, 

trustworthy, and will    guide them through what is often a very stressful 

situation.  When prospects see you as an expert and an advocate for their 

success, it makes it easy for them to choose you over the competition… even 

when your offer isn’t the highest. 

One of the most powerful and proven ways to create INSTANT 

CREDIBILITY, TRUST, and EXPERT Positioning is to be the author 

of your own book! 

A book instantly conveys the message that you are knowledgeable, capable, 

and confident in yourself and your profession. 

My goal is to create genuine success for my students, so I’m not going to 

sugar-coat this. Writing a book is hard… and that’s a good thing if you ask 

me.  Because if it were easy, everyone would have a book. and if you happen 

to notice, most people don’t— including your competitors. 
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That’s why having your own book is such a powerful way to stand out from 

your competition. 

You see, writing a book is something very few actually accomplish. In fact, 

most of the population don’t think it’s something they can achieve. 

When it comes to writing your book from scratch, it can be easy to get 

overwhelmed. Focusing too much on how many pages you need to fill or 

how many words you have to write can put you on the fast-track to giving 

up before you even start. 

You might as well accept it now. The most prolific writers find themselves 

struggling to think of the next sentence… and so will you. I certainly did. 

There were days when I would sit down to write, and I just couldn’t focus. I 

would question whether having a book was even worth the time and effort. 

Today I can say, without a doubt… it was. 

In fact, having my own book has far exceeded anything I have ever tried 

when it comes to getting deals closed. 

So before you give up and throw in the towel, you should know that these 

feelings are completely normal. 

The Real Estate Investor’s Book Writing Checklist is designed to help you 

break down what may seem like a monumental task into smaller, more 

achievable tasks. 

To give you the best chance to complete a book that can make a real 

difference in your business, we will focus on creating a Lead Magnet Pocket 

Guide. 
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What is a Lead Magnet Pocket Guide? 

A Lead Magnet Pocket Guide is a short, 50ish page book that answers the 

most common questions on the mind of your target motivated sellers.  

It’s concise, easy to read, and easy to write. 

Here is an example of a Done For You 68 page Lead Magnet Pocket Guide 

that we license to investors for $997.  

Problem / Solution Focused 

Your book will be focused on educating your best prospects about your 

solutions to their specific problems and how you can help.  

Results Driven 

Unlike a lot of books, a Lead Magnet Pocket Guide isn’t a big information 

dump peppered with anecdotes and fluff. 

The key is to keep it short, simple, and focused. Your goal is to encourage 

action by educating the reader and giving them confidence that you are the 

right person to work with when they are ready to take the next step. 

Overcoming Obstacles 

Before we dig into the writing, I want to give you a heads up on the most 

common obstacles that sideline busy investors and prevent them from 

getting their book completed and in the hands of motivated sellers. That 

way, you know upfront what you’ll be facing and can tackle these 

roadblocks head-on. 
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Obstacle #1: Perfectionism 

Every time you go to type a sentence, your inner critic cringes. You’re 

terrified you’re going to write something dreadful, so you don’t write 

anything. You figure if you don’t write, you’ll never have to face the fact that 

your writing isn’t perfect. 

Well, guess what. It’s never going to be perfect.  So you need to give yourself 

permission to write a terrible first draft.  You can always make 

improvements during the revision phase, but only if you’ve actually written 

something. 

Obstacle #2: Self-Doubt 

Every writer struggles with self-doubt. 

Some call it “writer’s block.” But in reality, self-doubt is just one way that 

the fear of failure shows up in your life. 

“What if I don’t have a talent for writing?”  

“What if I pick the wrong words?”  

“What if people don’t like my book?” 

Good news…  you’re right. 

Most people don’t have a talent for writing.  You will choose some wrong 

words, and not everyone is going to like your book.  

Ernest Hemingway is considered by many to be the greatest writer of his 

generation, but there are plenty of people who think he was a long-winded, 

no-talent hack. 

The uncomfortable truth is that the only way to avoid your book being 

criticized is to not have one at all.  But if you don’t risk criticism, you’ll 

never gain anything.  
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I can tell you without hesitation that I would happily trade 10… even 100 

bad reviews of my book for every one deal I’ve closed because of the people 

it helped… and I’m confident my students would say they feel the same way 

too. 

Don’t you feel better now? You can stop worrying about all the “What Ifs”. 

Obstacle #3: Time Management 

When I said writing a book is hard, I didn’t just mean the act of writing, but 

in the discipline and time commitment required to keep productive and 

actually get it done. 

I’ll be honest. I really struggled with this in the beginning.  I would get to 

the office early, sit down at my desk, determined to make some serious 

progress, and the next thing I know, five hours have passed and I had 

written a whopping 43 words.  I felt so discouraged. Where did the time go? 

As you probably know, running a successful real estate investing business 

takes a lot of time and attention. There are a ton of distractions that can 

destroy your productivity.  

Here’s how I was able to do it:  

Turn off the phone and shut down email: 

“But Max this is how I get my lead notifications!” 

I know this will be a tough one to swallow, but I had to do it. Every ding, 

chime, and vibration would interrupt my thoughts and I couldn’t get back 

to work until I checked them.  

I resolved this by turning my phone off and shutting down my email. I 

started out by allowing myself to check them every 2 hours, working my 

way up to 4-hour chunks of dedicated writing time.  If it was an especially 

busy time, I would hand the phone over to my assistant and ask her to only 

give it back if it was urgent. 
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Set a Timer: 

I find I’m most productive in pressure situations. I seem to do my best work 

when facing a deadline. If this sounds like you, then setting a timer may 

help. It did for me. 

I would challenge myself to write at least a thousand words in a four-hour 

session. The pressure of trying to beat the timer gave me a boost in 

productivity. 

Hire a Sitter: 

I have six kids, and even though my wife has superhero mom powers, 

sometimes it can be impossible for one person to command all their 

attention.  Whenever I would plan a writing session at home,we would hire 

a sitter to help out with the kids.  I would lock myself in the home office for 

a few hours and focus all of my energy on my book.  

Get Away: 

Sometimes closing the door isn’t enough. When I would write at home, I 

could always find something that needed to be done before I actually got to 

the writing.  It wasn’t hard to convince myself that I really should do the 

dishes or mow the yard first. 

A lot of famous authors wrote their books in hotel rooms, so I figured I 

would give it a shot. The advantage of working in a hotel room is that there 

are very few excuses or distractions to keep you from writing.  You don’t 

have to break the budget on a five-star hotel. I found that economy hotels 

had far fewer distractions. 

I made some major progress by taking a few one- to two-day, $99 a night 

writing vacations. 

If finishing your book is important, you have to make it a priority, and 

sometimes that means finding a creative solution to getting it done. 

Believe me, I get it… you’re busy. Most successful real estate investors I 

know put in 2-3 times the hours as the average corporate working stiff.  But 
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investors have a huge advantage because they actually enjoy the work and 

can take time off when it counts. 

You have to be honest with yourself 

The book writing process requires you to be guarded with your time. There 

is often a big difference between how much time you CAN commit to 

writing and how much time you are WILLING to commit to writing.  

For example, if you CAN take a week of vacation from your business, are 

you WILLING to skip the beach and use that week to write? 

If the answer is no, there’s absolutely nothing wrong with that. I completely 

understand if time with family and friends takes priority over writing a 

book.  I sincerely respect that.  Some of my most successful students felt the 

same way.  

Short Self-Assessment 

Before we get into the writing, think about which of the choices below best 

describes the type of investor you are. 

Investor 1: I’m the type of investor who likes to roll up my sleeves and get 

my hands dirty with every aspect of the rehab process. I often find myself 

with a paintbrush in my hand or hanging ceiling fans. Even though it takes 

longer to get projects completed and see a return on my investment, I enjoy 

the work and get a sense of satisfaction out of putting my personal touch on 

each house. 

Investor 2: I’m the type of investor who values efficiency.  Time is money. 

Being involved in the day-to-day rehab process isn’t the highest and best 

use of my time.  Once a house is acquired, I like to turn the rehab over to a 

team of professionals so I can focus on closing more deals and getting them 

funded.  

Which investor type are you?  Maybe you’re a hybrid of both. 
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Neither type is wrong or right. It’s just a personal choice.  I know both types 

of investors who are very happy and successful with the way they run their 

business… and that’s what really counts. 

In my experience, Investor 1 typically has a pretty good track record when it 

comes to writing their own book. They are generally OK with figuring things 

out through trial and error and get less frustrated with the 6-12 months it 

takes to complete the entire writing, editing, and publishing process.  

Investor 2, on the other hand, is more concerned with getting to the result. 

They want to get their book into the hands of motivated sellers as quickly as 

possible. Unfortunately, they often lose patience with the process and never 

finish their first draft. 

It’s important to know this upfront. 

If you lean more to being Investor 1, then jump right into the next section 

because this is where you can roll up your sleeves and start getting your 

hands dirty with the writing process.  You have a good shot writing your 

own powerful lead generating book. 

But if you are Investor 2, I have some good news. There is a much simpler 

and quicker way. It only takes 1-2 hours of your time and you can start 

getting your book into the hands of motivated sellers in the next 45-60 

days. 

 

You can check out the details by visiting: 

https://dealschasingyou.com/how-it-works 
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Step One: Pick Your Target Motivated Seller 

Picking your target seller is important because that’s who you will be 

speaking to as you create your book.  A good place to start is to determine 

what type of sellers you have the most passion for helping and most success 

when closing deals. 

For me, that was Senior Homeowners and their families. But it could be any 

motivated seller that you have had success with or would like to have more 

success with.  For example: 

● Tired landlords 

● Homeowners who are behind on taxes 

● Houses that needs repairs 

● Inherited houses 

Once you zero in on the motivated seller, your book will speak to you and 

you’ll be able to knockout your outline pretty quickly.  

Step Two: Create Your Core Outline 

The fastest and easiest way to create your outline is to simply write down 

the most common questions on the minds of your target motivated seller. 

You want to make sure to include questions that allow you to speak the 

seller’s problem, explain their options, and offer your solution.  

Let’s say you specialize in Short Sales and want to target sellers who owe 

more on their house that it’s worth. Your outline might look like this. 

1. What is a Short Sale? 

2. What are the benefits of a short sale? 

3. What are the biggest myths and misconceptions about short sales? 

4. How do I know if I qualify to do a short sale? 

5. What’s the difference between a short sale and a foreclosure? 

6. Why would my lender accept a Short Sale? 
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7. What type of loans are eligible for a short sale? (FHA, Conventional, 

VA, etc.) 

8. What are the potential pitfalls of a short sale? 

9. Why is a short sale better than letting my lender foreclose? 

10. Can I do a short sale if my home is already in foreclosure? 

11. Can I do a short sale even if I’m not behind on my payments? 

12.How will a short sale affect my credit score? 

13.Will I make any money from the short sale? 

14.How long does it take to get approved to do a short sale? 

15.How do I get the short sale process started? 

Try to come up with 15-20 questions. This will create a solid foundation for 

making your target motivated sellers feel like you genuinely understand the 

problem they are facing.  

Step Three: Answer the Questions  

Don’t worry too much about grammar right now. Just answer the questions 

as if you were having a conversation with the seller. A great way to do this 

naturally is to speak your answers into a recorder and then have the 

recordings transcribed. Remember, the job of your book is to educate and 

give sellers the confidence that you are the person they need to work with.  

Don’t try to sound formal or smart. Write in an “active” vs passive voice. 

Active Voice - John caught the ball 

Passive Voice - The ball was caught by John 

You can see that the Active voice is more conversational and how you would 

probably speak to a seller. 

Here’s an example: 
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What is a Short Sale? 

A short sale is a strategy that can allow a homeowner with negative equity and 

who is behind on their house payments to avoid foreclosure.  

For example: If a homeowner owes $250,000 on their mortgage, but the house 

is worth only $200,000 in its current condition or market, the bank may agree 

to accept $200,000 as full payment on the loan rather than foreclosing on the 

property.  

If a homeowner finds themselves in a position where they can no longer afford 

to keep mortgage payments current, a short sale can often be a better 

alternative to bankruptcy or foreclosure. 

A short sale may be a good option if you: 

● Are facing financial hardship 

● Can’t refinance your mortgage 

● Are behind on your mortgage payments 

● Owe more on your home than it's worth 

● Can’t sell your home for enough money to payoff the mortgage 

● No longer can afford to live in your home 

 

At this point, you don’t need to worry if you have enough words. Just focus 

on giving a complete and honest answer to each of the questions. We’ll be 

adding to each of the chapters in the next step.  
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Step Four: Explain How You Can Help 

Review each of the questions and just below your answer, explain how you 

or your company can help the seller overcome a specific obstacle related to 

that question. This will be unique to each homebuyer, so really focus on 

what makes you stand apart.  

For example, after answering the question “What Is a Short Sale?” add a 

“How We Can Help” section.  

How We Can Help 

You don’t have to figure it all out alone. At Acme Homebuyers, we walk you 

through the entire process and work with your lender to come up with a 

win-win solution. If we don’t think you are a good candidate for a short sale, 

we’ll tell you and let you know about alternative solutions you may want to 

consider. 

 

By just answering the question and explaining how we can help, we’ve 

written 220 words.  Multiply that by 15, and you will be at 3300 words, 

which is enough to fill the core chapters of a short 50-page lead generating 

book.  

Step Five: Share a Few Case Studies 

Once you’ve answered each of the questions and explained how you can 

help, you can strengthen your position by explaining how others facing the 

same challenges benefited from your solution.  

Here’s an example of how to break down a case study. 
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Overview - You don’t have to give out names; just provide an overview of 

the situation. For a short sale case study, you might explain: 

● The financial hardship the seller was facing. 

● How much they owed on the property 

● How far behind they were on payments 

● Where they were in the process when they contacted you. 

Challenges - Here you might explain the obstacles that potentially stood 

in their way of a successful short sale and how you were able to overcome 

them.  

Outcome - Here you could explain the outcome of their situation and how 

working with you resulted in a win for everyone involved.  

Step Six: Proofread and Edit 

Writing your book is a huge accomplishment, but it’s just the raw bones of 

your finished product.  Put the book aside for at least a week if you can, and 

then come back to it and begin proofing and editing. 

Here are a few things to make the proofing and editing process as smooth 

as possible.  

1. Run spell check 

2. Check readability 

a. Read through your book out loud 

b. Is it easy to read? 

c. Did you use the Active/Conversational voice in your writing? 

d. Are your thoughts clear? 

e. Take notes and highlight parts you think need adjustment 

3. Go back and make the adjustments you noted during your 

read-through 

4. After correcting spelling, grammar, and flow issues, read out loud 

once again. 
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5. Have a family member or friend read your book to see if they catch 

something you may have missed. 

You might consider hiring an editor.  If you’re new to writing and have the 

budget, hiring an editor at this stage can free you up to continue with other 

projects and get the book ready a lot faster. 

Your book doesn’t have to be perfect when it comes to grammar and 

sentence structure, but you do want to make sure it’s easy to read and easy 

to understand.  

Keep in mind that it’s your book, so you can always update it whenever you 

want.  

Conclusion 

After you complete the REI Book Writing checklist, I’m confident that you 

will have provided enough information to easily fill your lead magnet book. 

Writing your book is just the phase one. The next phase is actually getting it 

published.  To do that, you’ll need to have a cover created and get your book 

formatted for print.  

Like I said at the beginning, writing a book can be overwhelming and I 

don’t want you to focus on those details until you actually complete the 

writing phase.  Once you do get your book written, don’t hesitate to contact 

us at info@saviorhousepublishing.com for the next steps.  

And if it turns out that you would rather spend your time on your business 

than writing a book, we can certainly help you with that option as well. Visit 

https://dealschasingyou.com/how-it-works to see how you can have your 

own Expert Positioning book in the next 45-60 days.  
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